Here is some information that your travelers can use to make their transportation transition easy.

- When your guests depart the Airport Customs (They are at the North end of the Terminal they should stay right around TSA security and proceed to the center of the terminal
- If the passengers look up they will see signs that say and West (Red) and East (Blue).
- Our Green Ride counter is on the West side
  - The same side as Dollar and Advantage Car rental booths which are located in the middle of the terminal and immediately visible when you exit the escalators. (Hertz and Avis is at the other end).
- Our counter is 50 feet from the top of the escalators.
- If your guests will present themselves at the counter, our agents are there to assist.
- Note also that at the top of the escalators when the passengers depart the train, are DIA Guest Relations people in White Cowboy Hats.
  - They are always there to answer questions and direct travelers.